
Joseph Crussiah jcrussiah@gmail.com @doctorsexabuse and @doctorcrimes on Twitter 
 
I received 30000 thinly veiled obscene taunting emails, mainly from WI. $1M campaign of 2000 domain 
names, UPS mailboxes, mainly from MA; admit the whole thing: Yes, they admit everything I write!!! 
 
White men have great sexual dysfunction. They do elaborate sadistic sex crimes, in order to make things 
work a little. When regular White men do these crimes, there is punishment; but the facts are 
underreported, to preserve the reputation of all Whites.  
 
White men in positions of power; doctors, police chiefs, hospital executives, other corporate executives, 
media executives, heads of institutions and govt agencies; have a Joint Venture: they create a variety of 
sex crimes, potluck system. Done with govt power, and govt and healthcare $$. They give bribes, not 
their own money, but can give jobs, contracts, favors; to those who aid them. 
 
The group is heavily weighted with the very same Healthcare “cabal of charlatans” that do unneeded 
surgeries for money, and cause harm, as talked about by Dr. Martin Makary of Johns Hopkins.  
 
They literally weaponize the medical care process. They kill those who may disrupt the crimes: causing 
brain cancer in Senator McCain, causing stroke and brain cancer in Delaware AG Beau Biden, causing 
heart attack in Baltimore County Executive Ken Kamenetz.  
 
Gave ex-con in my neighborhood, $200000 Mercedes to torture squirrels, as in crush fetish. Ex-con picks 
trash for DC Metrorail, his wife is from Dominican Republic.  Mayhem in DR began after my 1st Tweet on 
May 28, 2018 showing Maryland Governor Hogan’s crimes (labelled “Ultimate Indecent Proposal”, 
election stolen, made governor to aid crimes). 
 
All events are linked to birthdays in my family: Mine 9/13; mother and 1 sister 7/10; another sister 1/17; 
aunt 7/14 (aunt lives on Glenside dr, woman from Glenside, PA died on 7/14); cousin 6/28 (born 1978, 
David Ortiz hitman from PA paid $7800). About 1/17, has tourist death in Mexico, woman from DE, badly 
beaten in DR. About 1/17 also had death of young woman from WI and near death of her brother,in 
Mexico hotel pool in 2017.  
 
Much linked to an ongoing crime against me. WI gas explosions (2 firefighters dead) on my birthday. 
Same time, 2 tourists deaths in Costa Rica (my niece just had a class trip there), one in Mexico. MA 
explosions (5 dead) on shared birthday of my mother and one of my sisters. Gas explosion (7 dead) near 
my house in Silver Spring, MD in 2016, right after Senator McCain tried to help me. In my 2016, 30 pg 
letter, I called the crime as I knew it then “Deliverance on The Potomac”. 
 
Great uptick in DR deaths are not linked to birthdays, but right after a Tweet about Larry Hogan on April 1, 
2019. Looks like DR crimes stopped after I discussed DR deaths in Tweets around June 12. Then there 
was the death of a 15 yr old girl in Mexico on 6/28, my cousin's birthday. Story goes van stopped for gas, 
and tree fell onto van. 
 
The mysterious surge in strokes in the young, mainly females; is caused by this group. So too are the 
drowings of young men dubbed “Smiley Face Killer”. Most of these drownings are in WI and MA. In these 
same 2 states there were massive gas explosions. Eastern PA had a refinery explosion. A similar pattern 
of theories of “natural causes” or “errors” that are bogus. 
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It's not a masochistic fantasy, but an expression of misogyny, when men are aroused by seeing women 
enjoying child sex abuse. Same is true for the crush-fetish, where men watch women who show that 
they're aroused by torturing and killing small animals. 
 
There was a crime in rural Minnesota where 8 White girls 17, 18 years old were hired to work at a nursing 
home. For 6 months they didn't do any work; but were going into the rooms of dementia patients, women 
and men over 80 years old; and doing physical and sexual abuse on them. When finally found out by 
patients’ families; in a clever way, the judge gave them very little punishment. Even putting aside the 
crimes they were getting away with; usually in low skilled jobs, supervisors make sure employees don't 
get away with not working for even a minute. It's clear, this crime was organized by these sicko White 
men, and they watch video. 
 
Note a pattern: As with the Minnesota case, where there are female offenders, and with gymnastics 
where females are victims (there was sex abuse and videos in Indiana by a gymnastics coach, and Larry 
Nassar with the massive quantity of videos he created and received; certain proof of large Ring); the sicko 
White men who run these crimes target parts of the country or sports as gymnastics, where almost 
everyone is White. 
 
Good chance that videos showing Dr. Nassar’s crimes were being shown to women, and they would say 
they're excited, and this would gratify the men. 
 
My case in DC Area solves mystery of surge in strokes in young 10s-40s as Maureen Dowd's niece in 
Maryland, 40 in 2015. For me: Feb 15, 2013, age 42, harmless MRI with simple injection to a vein in the 
arm, to be done by a lowly technician. But instead: a cath was inserted into the ulnar artery.  
 
While I was enclosed, Dr. Jeff Jacobson, a brain surgeon who saved James Brady by draining fluid from 
his brain; for me: threaded cath up to neck, sent water into brain; coma 1 hr, women did sex acts, men 
watched; doctors, officials from Medstar, Inova, Johns Hopkins, Adventist (these are also Church 
officials), Police Chief Tom Manger. 
 
Tried to cause massive permanent brain injury, then to put me into Medicaid, care at Medstar Washington 
Hospital Center n Rehab. I'm Asian-Indian, all sickos are White. Steal $$ from care of Blacks. This also 
harmed Congressman Scalise, who nearly died from sepsis infection. Medstar moved clerical operations 
to Wisconsin, recruits as “mommy jobs” to get White young women; indoctrinate, send them to DC. 
 
This sick show to be a perk for officials and others in healthcare, when they travel to Capitol Hill. 
 
Miraculously, in 6 yrs; massive brain injuries not reached. They haven't given up. They use billions 
healthcare and tax $$ for bribes to block my jobs, Social Security Disability, medical care, court cases. 
 
Injury to pituitary gland can easily be managed with hormones, and I should've been employed with 
mainly a normal life. Without this; suffering, disfigurement, disability; small in 2013, is now huge. Heart 
and brain get destroyed, now lungs also going bad. 
 
Slate article “Washington Post Love Affair with Larry Hogan” odd; the Post loves Democrats? Noridian 
sabotaged Maryland Obamacare computers; Post and Balt Sun lied, blamed Anthony Brown. Hogan got 
greatest upset win in modern U.S. history. 
 



Hogan diverted billions towards crime. This caused floods, opioid crisis got worse, bad schools. Health 
Sec resigned because he didn't want to be part of crimes. Hogan's company allowed to make billions by 
getting govt approvals for developers. Hogan is Gay, in closet. Allowed to go on sex bender, that's how 
he got cancer in throat n groin, HPV. 
 
Post lies for Hogan. Maryland Democrat officials in 2015 did the expected thing of attacking Hogan; but 
then got the memo; so gives Hogan a free ride. 
 
Hogan, the illegitimate Governor; personally, hands-on, micromanage: blocks my Social Security 
Disability process (yes, officials from SSA doing crimes at appeals level, but initial determinations are 
contracted to states), blocks Food Stamps (a federal program). 
 
But, unlawfully, keeps enrolling me into Medicaid (Obamacare exp 100% fed $$) though I year after year 
do not sign-off on the opt-in, and I've made many written demands to take me off Medicaid. Doctors, even 
those in other states, get in trouble for letting me pay for care, so they refuse. 
 
Then when I go get care at my assigned Medicaid doctor, Hogan uses police to physically block me, just 
like during Desegregation. I have audio recordings. Hogan and the other sicko state and county officials 
even told lies to a state judge, trying to get me arrested and my home searched for violation of the state’s 
recording laws. Police were sitting in front of my house, waiting; but The judge refused, finding no crime. 
Over 5 years, Maryland has received $400 a month for my Medicaid from the feds; but doesn't have even 
a basic blood test (as pets get at the vet) to show. 
 
My 1st Twitter acct was removed in Oct, 2018. What is today my main acct was opened 8/2018. Within 
days a deadly wildfire in CA. I only began using it at the end of 10/2018. Within days, another wildfire in 
CA killed 85. 
  
My Tweet about Hogan that triggered a surge in Dominican Republic crimes was on April 1, 2019. Within 
hours, there was a 3-alarm fire in a high-rise condo in Kensington, MD started in an unit above a rental 
unit owned by one of my sisters. 
 
That same night an Asian-Indian woman age 60’s was reported as missing in Laurel, MD. On message 
boards, neighbors are puzzled. Few days later police reported her, safe. A day after that, police said she 
was dead, and the funeral already occurred. A week later, large number of Laurel Police and Takoma 
Park Police had taken over the high-rise condo building in Takoma Park, where my father lives, which is a 
long way from Laurel, and if police from there was there; it means there's a link to Laurel. Neighbors 
heard that a woman on the 9th floor killed someone. 
 
After a 2 day standoff, police gave a brief Tweet that says they had a woman in mental distress; and that 
she jumped to her death from the 9th floor. Flowers at the building, but no death notice online; indicates 
the woman is 55 year old Janet Leak Garcia, with a GS-13 a high level scientist at USDA Forest Service. 
She's a Native American from Arizona, transferred to DC for her job.  
 
She has no past history of mental illness; could doctors have deliberately caused this? And 50 cops who 
couldn't block the window, over 2 days? 2 days after her death, Takoma Park Police have single Tweet 
for Earth Day. It doesn't show trees and oceans. It says “Visit the Grand Canyon” and has an image of a 



woman from her backside. The woman looks like an younger version of the short hair Ms. Leak. The 
woman is sitting on the ledge. 
 
In May, there was the Asian-Indian man from Bethesda, who set himself ablaze near The Monument. 
He's on some strange drug, where he feels no pain, as his body is burning. 
 
These sickos have weaponized medical care. An incredible number of people in my neighborhood have 
suffered strokes, many below age 55. Cancer and stroke also occurring in family. 
 
My cousin, the one born in 1978 is a doctor. She is a part of this crime venture. Her sister's husband, 
who's a loser, was doing some data entry work. He was given a supervisory job in IT at NIH, for which he 
has zero qualifications. Her sister who's a dietician was given her dream job at Medstar. The sickos had 
expected the catastrophic ends for me. And then the odd things would occur: my condition not improving, 
stuck in hospital for years and all these sickos would be coming to my room. The quid pro quo called for 
my cousin to convince family and friends, that everything is okay. 
 
The offenders thought that Tania was double crossing them. At the same time that Senator McCain got 
terminal cancer; same thing was done to my cousin's mother and to her father in-law. 
 
Ted Wilson, the head of the Seventhday Adventist Church is one of the sickos. He went and found photos 
of me around church in India, when I was 6-8 years old. And he has gotten these photos into the hands of 
people I know, knowing that they'll innocently pass them on to me. 
 
These sickos make 10 crank calls to my mother a day, for years. it's clear that it's these young White 
women who are making these calls. The numbers they leave for the supposed telemarketing calls, don't 
lead anywhere. Though my mother has nothing to do with student loans; that's the subject of all these 
calls. What they're doing is playing a game. A fantasy of these sickos is that I was sold to these sickos 
while still a child. So, help with paying off loans, to them means, my parents selling me. 
 
In April 2018, The fake calls all said her forgiveness is over; what they were doing is taunting that they 
were going to harm her during medical care. That doctor retired at that time, at an early age; seems to be 
rather than doing crimes. So they caused a huge stroke in my mother's best friend, who died. 
 
My mother was in India in Feb 2019. She was going from where she was living to visit some places. 
Along the route there was the Bhandipur forest fire, that is known to be arson and caused great harm to a 
wildlife reserve. 
 
The emails have gory riddles and jokes, like a man hanging himself standing on an ice cube and having a 
slow painful death. One email shows decorated eggs (meaning my brain) say “Amazon crack the egg; 
find your surprise inside”. Emails for timeshares, meaning I'm going to be used as a timeshare.  
 
Emails predicting my future condition, not yet come as needing special railings for the bathtub. Many 
expert doctors in this group. Just before my condition progressed to great difficulty breathing, there were 
email ads for portable oxygen. 
 
The state and county govts cut down all the trees along the street, near my house. When they came for 
the last one, a neighbor who knows nothing about my case; tried to save the healthy tree. Police 
threatened the 82 year old, and got the tree cut. At the same time, acts of sabotage; the refrigerant from 



the AC for my house (the old kind with strong laws for ozone layer issues) was released. And unfixable 
damage was done to my car AC. Instantly, many emails saying “Joseph, your house is already too hot”. 
These fake ads were for crock pots, something about not using the stove, as it will make the house hotter. 
I was at Takoma Park Adventist church, and depended on the water fountain. Obviously, some of the 
sickos are also there. The fountain got shut off; caused my condition to get worse. And the barrage of 
emails about dehydration tips and bottled water services. 
 

Non-exhaustive list of the problems that have come about and all getting worse are: 
Great injury to the heart, deadly arrhythmias with astronomical values appearing on treadmill test, the 
brain swollen and pushing skull outward [had skull not expanded, I wouldn’t be around], teeth getting 
crushed, cannot do anything about toothache and loss of at least 8 teeth because local anesthetic enters 
brain via the damaged barriers, blurred vision when tilting head downward, cannot drive at night, 
numbness in fingers, pain in hands, sensation of electric shock going from hands to elbow, regularly 
loosing footing and twisting ankles when not fully focused on the act of walking, sweating with exertion 
and at the same time much of the body is cold, pressure from the brain pressing down on the spine and 
producing great damage to the upper spine, 50 (100 today) pounds of fluid accumulating in the upper 
torso, greatly dehydrated and have to wake up at night frequently to drink water, very thirsty and sick at 
night, an unusual hair loss in the first year limited to the left half of the head which later resolved, recently 
rapid occurring male pattern baldness, having to sleep throughout the day total of 18 hours.  Appear 20 
years older than age and sickly looking and short of breath; disfigurement.  List compiled in 2016.  Prior to 
2016; if I were resting, I had no discomfort.  Today, there is discomfort, suffering, all the time. Dehydration 
is very severe, and occurs all day.  Everywhere there are mucus membranes, dry and painful.  It comes 
from injury to the pituitary gland.  Even without treating the underlying brain injury, there are meds, that 
control hormones, which can give relief from many of these problems. I'm leaving many things out 
because these White sickos are aroused by my injuries 
 

The sickos, own, emails tell the whole story, a sampling: 
 “Word of the day”  Immure: to make walls around or put in a dungeon, Encephalon: this is the brain, 
Hydra: water.  Pulverulent: crumbling to dust, same as crush. Shivoo: boisterous party or celebration, 
Hedonism, Zugzwang: being trapped and any move comes only with loss, not even an English word. 
Plutocracy, Laicism: secular control of political and social institutions, Tittivism, Venial.  
  
Emails sending “Bible verse of the day”, “Joseph, God's wisdom for you” portion of a Bible verse 
“Likewise, ye younger, submit yourself unto the elder”.  “Let ye without sin, cast the first stone”  
 
Iambtoyer.com, But then many emails for dentures, hair loss, senior dating, funeral insurance, bathtubs 
for frail people. No contradiction; on one end is more normal sexual attraction, then with crush fetish, it’s 
also about crushing and destroying, bringing about the other end.  Some of the disfigurement is in the 
form of lost teeth, hair loss, and appearance of more advanced age. Giantfairies.com,  giant women, and 
they’re White.  Blossomsandchocolate.com; a skin color sexual inneundo. Pumpkinslippers.com, 
Overeagershinsplints.com, Noisycarbon.com, Hslipper.com: foot references. Bigwigfeast.com, 
“hemlockharpoon.com” and “enormouscuteel.com”.  “Readyforanyandall.com” and 
“ultrapreparedforlife.com” were bought few days prior to bribing Judge Mott. 
 
“3 ways you can get screwed buying a retail mattress”, the “you can get screwed” part is highlighted in 
red.  “are your loved ones protected if you suddenly pass away”, “Joseph if you died tomorrow”.  Links to 
funeral expense insurance plans, but no plan would want their product marketed with this crass language, 
just like a business selling a mattress would not use words such as “screwed”.   Email shows a large 



decorated egg, with the title  “Will you be the next winner? Crack the Egg,  Amazon, Reward inside, 
crack”.  The  egg is my brain.  “joke of the day”.  The title of the joke is “Dead again”.  This means that I 
was dead on February 15, 2013, and I will be dead again.  One cannot die twice, so what it means is that 
I was near-dead once, and that I will be near-dead again.  All the facts keep supporting the conclusion 
that the acts of February 15, 2013, were a downpayment, for long-lived, serial acts, and adding new 
offenders; as the wording “next winner, suggests”. Mavourneen: dear, darling. “mavourneen, when you 
come back to me, you will not be alive”.  
 
There is an image that comes from Shutterstock, titled “confident young woman painting a room”, a 
perfectly innocent image.  But these sickos use it because she has one hand on her crotch and the other 
holding up a paintbrush.  The crush-fetish videos with small animals have a woman with one hand 
masturbating and the other sometimes used to inflict sadistic injuries to the animal.  It comes from the 
“boytoyer” domain address, the product advertised is a credit card with an address in Beaverton, OR.  
   
The emails also show that these offenders have gathered personal info about my family in an unlawful 
manner.  One of my sisters went to the Galapagos Islands a few months ago, and these offenders send 
emails for vacations to Galapagos, a very uncommon vacation destination. 
Then what is greatly dangerous and threatening is that my niece had a 7th grade class trip to Costa Rica 
in April.  These offenders now send emails for Costa Rica vacations.  
 
The Las Vegas Shooting, sexually-caused, and directed at White couples, and the sickos in my case, 
connected themselves to Las Vegas.  Couple of days following the shooting,  these sickos sent an email 
advertising Las Vegas, and as with the other emails they themselves created this one.  “Time to let you 
hair down! Break the daily rut and take a trip with your better half”.  And there's an image of a White 
couple, 30's.  In no way would anyone connected to Las Vegas be running this type of ad. 
 
Riddle me this? I am useless when together but useful when I am broken apart. What am I?  An egg. 
What they mean is that I'm useless to them, when healthy; but when my brain is broken; then I am useful 
to them.  Another one “32 white horses on a red hill. First chomping, then stomping, then standing still”. 
This is a large number of White women, close to 32, doing the crush-fetish. They have a new domain 
name that starts with “vr6k”.  This is like reading vanity plates v r sixk. 
 
Emails are from some fake company named “Otter Travel”.  At the bottom of these messages, it says 
“Sea otters hold each others hands as they sleep to keep from drifting away from each other”.  This 
means that they are all going to stick together for their common design crime.  And they admit their 
conspiracy.  That each one fully shares in the conduct of all.  I served the civil case papers using certified 
mail; a method the court says has worked well.  Some very strange things occurred with the delivery 
process, and with the return of the confirmation. They bribed postal employees.  Some fake thing called 
“Factbee” is sent in an email.  The fact they teach is “The Postmaster General of the United States is the 
second highest paid government official after the President”. 
 

The obscene sermon 
The Seventhday Adventist Church, a major player in the perverted, sadistic crime. I emailed the senior 
pastor, Charles Tapp at Sligo Adventist Church,asked for a recommendation for an ethical cardiologist. 
He had already prepared for this request; months earlier. He preached an entire sermon, giving the 
message that cardiovascular conditions come from anxiety and that anxiety comes from not having faith 
in God.  When I criticized his actions and put it on YouTube; the church got rid of videos, and switched to 
a greatly edited podcast; with “ulcers” replacing “cardiovascular”.  But this was indeed, incredibly 



malicious, having secret facts about that crime, which in no way a non-physician could have guessed and 
then to direct me to not pursue medical care.  
 
“Sermon notes” bulletin showed key points.   “cardiovascular” and not “ulcers” is noted.  There is also an 
anti-Quixotic quote about “not taking on the Alps”.  So this is how they saw themselves; as an 
impenetrable mighty mountain.  There was also the veiled threat by saying that my condition would get 
worse, by going up “against the Alps”.  This is precisely that which occurred, not some psych issue, taking 
on The Alps; but the outcome of exacerbating brain injuries that control hormones and the heart. 
 
He should have used the tried and true “windmill” and not a “mountain”, after all; the Christian belief is 
that God can move “mountains”.  But the mountain quote has a very disgusting purpose.  What was going 
on is that the offenders who did the crime, needed their crush-fetish theme to be stoked along.  This 
would later be done in those spam emails. The emails, started in December, 2015, would have its themes 
match ,those of this sermon, delivered in August, 2014 and written at the beginning of 2014. 
 
The ending of the Alps quote is that men will perish at its foothills.  A frequent component of the crush 
fetish is that of being crushed by feet, and here “foothills” appears.  In some variants of the crush fetish, 
as in that psychology article states is for men wanting to be crushed by giant women.  So the Alps could 
also be the White women. This pastor normally, is all business, no jokes, no foolishness.  Another thing 
he said is that while gardening one day, and on his knees and in the mud, the neighbor’s huge dog got 
loose and when he looked up, was menacing him.  Again the crush theme appears.  Then he says that 
this was no little dog.  He makes a whimpering little dog impersonation, saying that’s not what was 
menacing him, but a huge dog.  And oddly, he doesn’t do an impersonation of the huge dog.  So what you 
have left is the whimpering little dog that is killed sometimes in the crush fantasy.  He then says that he 
prayed and that being on the ground was the best place to be; although there’s nothing in the Christian 
belief system, proscribing the physical posture for prayer.  
 
The other person on the platform is Allan Manuel, who at the time was a science adviser to President 
Obama.  The bizarre thing that he does is that he announces that there is a spider on the ground.  He 
conveniently has a huge white bib-like cloth napkin, proceeds to use it to grab non-existent spider, crush it 
and then fold and put the whole thing in his pocket.  Somehow I knew that the pastor was up to no good, 
so I didn’t go to that church, but viewed it later, online.  Likely, there was no spider.  The FBI website, lists 
the kinds of animals upon which it is unlawful to commit the crush fetish.  Then when describing the crush 
fetish, insects are listed, though not unlawful.  At the time, there was no way that I could have been clued 
into any of this.  It would only be meaningful to the the perverts who wanted to be “tided over”.  That huge 
white cloth, as with the Alps would symbolize the White women. 
 
This case is abound with hypocrisy, irony. Washington Adventist Hospital in 2009 sought approval to 
relocate 7 miles away; the real reason being that it doesn't want to serve the new demographic in Takoma 
Park, MD; Gays and Catholic undocumented aliens. The final nail in the coffin, of never being approved, 
came in 2012, 2013, when Maryland said in denials that even if many barriers could be rectified, the two 
main ones; feasibility, and bond rating at the bottom forecloses the $400 million effort; why bother?  The 
reason for the poor finances, and low quality was outed by Dr. Kramer and several other doctors in an old 
news article. That; Church officials who run the hospitals, convert funds into compensation for 
themselves. 2015, like magic, with Hogan the new governor, they resubmit, get easy approval; and 
approval to increase rates. That's $400 million to be stolen from patients, private insurers and 
Medicare,Medicaid! 
 



And the state official who had ruled against this request died in an odd way, a “self-inflicted hunting 
accident. I posted online about that sermon in late 2014. The most popular pastor throughout the 
Adventist Church is Ron Halvorsen Sr. He made an inquiry with church officials; and instantly he dies 
from cancer in 2015. 
 
2 different times, I was meeting with employees, incl management of the joint social services office of 
Montgomery County and Maryland, to discuss many of these matters. The emails surged from 2 per hour 
to 10 during those meetings; demonstrating that govt is wholly involved in these crimes and they always 
collaborate. In a case I had against the head of the state’s Medicaid, Shannon McMahon; the state AG 
Brian Frosh filed in court that everything I accused McMahon of (being part of this sex crime venture) is all 
part of her state duties. Logic asks how she can micromanage 1 out of 1.2Million enrollees? Maryland's 
officers, the governor and AG have made it into a criminal state, where evil crimes are no more than 
official duties. 
 
At DC Superior Court; those stolen $billions at work. It got well established that Judge John Mott was 
bribed. I put this on YouTube, first page of a Google Search of his name. He dismissed the case. If he 
thinks it was right, why is he afraid of review by the DC Court of Appeals? I filed a “notice of appeal” on 
5/29/2018; but the clerks' office refused to accept it. I got them to at least scan it into their computer, but 
they have not “filed” it. I made a recording, it wasn't audible. They're malicious but thankfully not real 
bright. I phoned in, days later, and they admit what they did; lawfully recorded and on YouTube. Mott, 
immediately retired at not even 60, got a job at an arbitration firm, that seems to be funded by Medstar, 
and applied and got position of senior judge at the court, but has almost no cases 
 
The stolen $billions at work at U.S. District Court of Maryland; mainly judges Chuang, Xinis, Messite, but 
likely virtually the entire court and staff. I appealed denial of an emergency motion by Judge Xinis to the 
Fourth Circuit. The appeals court threw out her ruling and instructed her on the basics. 
 
Federal courts and DC Superior Court are creations of Congress, which has oversight role and can pass 
new laws to make structural reforms. My place in the case is that of being a victim of evil crimes, and 
needing a judge to allow me to sue the wrongdoers and to order them to do some things and not do other 
things. The way it is now; the appeals court sends the case back to the same lower court judge, forcing 
me to work with the same unscrupulous people. And the appeals court has no supervisory power; so 
Judge Xinis ignored the Fourth Circuit ruling. 
 
Judge Theodore Chuang did computer crimes to the court files. There was a request to add Medstar to 
my case against Inova. Chuang denied this in his official order; but added Medstar as a party in the 
computer. 
 
See how the trick worked: I wouldn't be allowed to have the court force Medstar and the Maryland 
Medicaid program it represents to do it's duties and give me medical care. At the same time look what the 
letter to Senator Cardin, that Hogan forced the Health Sec who resigned, Van Mitchell, to sign. It says that 
there's an active case in federal court, so the court will look after my interests and others needn't be 
concerned. 
 
It is the sick crimes of Whites. There wouldn't be a need to highlight Race, but Whites scheme to hide 
these crimes. They focus on Bill Cosby and some gang rape in India. Court hearings and U.K. press show 
that a White Vanderbilt college football player drugged his girlfriend and then coached and nearly coerced 
3 Black teammates to do things as urinated then sent video to his White friends. But the U.S. media 



always reports it as a gang rape by the Black men, and the White man called a mere cheerleader. 
 
In my case, with aiding and abetting, many times Blacks refused to take part, but Whites were always 
ready. One example: Social Services in Montgomery County, outside supervisory level, has no Whites. 
It's African Americans and foreign born from Africa, Latin America, etc. They changed my “caseworker” 4 
times and all refused to do malfeasance. They found, perhaps, the lone White employee, a Gay man from 
another part of the county. He started doing wrongs, but when he found out more of the facts, he stopped. 
So they went to a very White county, Frederick, nicknamed “Fredneck” and transferred a White woman in 
her 50’s, incl paying her to relocate. And she cheerfully did all the crimes, she was asked to do. 
 
 
 


